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I . Introduction 
A. The purpose 
1 . To show that the dr ama from the accession of El iza-
beth to 1640 reflected the political conditions of 
the time. 
B . History of the question 
1 . The drama passed through various stages of control 
2 . It received great im~etus from Elizabeth ' s court 
a . There was little government control 
C. Origin of the question 
1. Politic2l sentiments were early manifested in drama 
a . "F...ynge Johan" is an ex-pression of Protesta~t 
feeling 
b . ''Albyon Ynight" and other minor plays express 
r.olitical opinion 
II . Body of the Thesis 
A. The first group of plays centers about England ' s desire 
for a strong sovereign 
1 . "Gorboduc n 
a. Shows the danger of a kingdom divided against it-
self in bloody civil war 
b. Exemplifies the greatness anc1 sacredness of a 
sovereign 
c. It is apr-licable to the strife between Catholic 
and Protestant fo rces 
2. "Sapho and J.)hao" 
a. Is a court play flattering the Queen 
b . ~ efers to the intended marriage of Elizabeth and 
the Due d ' Alencon 
3 . "Endimion'! 
a. Is an allegorical representation of Elizabeth ' s 
relations with Mary , Queen of Scots , and Leicester 
4."Love ' s Metamorphosisll 
a. Praises in i zabeth' s virginity 
b . Is a rebuke of Essex ' s plot 
5 . "Midas" 
a. Expre sses the nation ' s joy at the defeat of 
Philip's Armada 
6 . ''Cynthia's 3.evels'' 
a. Shows Elizabeth 's decline in power over her nobles 
b . Is a vindication of her right to loyalty and respect 
7. "Arraignment of Paris" 
a. Offers the Queen the poet ' s - and nation ' s -
adulation 
B. The group of plays concerned with England's position at 
home and abroad~ her growing sense of nationality 
l . "The Famous Victori es of Henry V" 
a. Exr-resses deep ratriotism and respect for the 
sovereign 
2 . "Wounds of Civil War 11 
a. Shows the danger of a nation endangered by civil 
broils 
3 . ll] attl e of Alcazar" 
a. Expresses t h e national flare of confidence which 
followed the repulse of the Armada 
'b. Hat red for . 'pain shown 
4 . n~dward I" 
a. Is an example of anti-Spanish fe eling 
a. This is an attempt to rouse Eng·land to still guard 
against Spain 
b. Spanish perfidy is exemplified, and English s loth -
fulness 
6. "Massacre at Pari s 11 
a. Emphasizes again the anti - Spanish , French and 
Catl~ olic f e eling 
c . The group of plays showing the change of feeling among 
the ::.!:ngl ish people after James ' and Charles' accessi_ on 
1 . "Eastward Eo~" 
a. An examrle of censorship 
2. "The Conspiracy '' and "The Tragedy of Charles Duke of 
Byron" 
a. ?. epresent the gro~r1 ine- ideas ancl ideals of k ingship 
b. Vindicate soverei r:nty exercised well and wisely 
3 . "Chabot, Admiral of France" 
a . Sh ovvs the growing discontent against t he t;;rranny 
of kings 
1) . STeaJ.< s aga inst f a vorites and unjust use of power 
4. "Tr aged;;.r of Caesar and ~n ompeyn 
a. Shows the danger of civil war 
b. Alludes, under cover, to Villi ers 
5 ''The Ga me of Chess" 
a . Ex-presses strong op1n1on against Spain , aroused 
by James ' Spanish policy 
h. ~epresents recent events under alle gory 
6. "Philotas" 
a . Alludes to ~ssex 's plot in the person of Philotas 
7 . "The Bondr~an'' 
a. Is an exrr ession of dislike for t he Duke of Bucking-
ham•s leadership against Spain 
8. nThe Gr eat Duke of Ji'lorence" 
a . Flatters Buckingham and the King , in ar-c ordance v:.1 th 
the changed s entiment of the Opposition 
9, "The lEai.d of Honour'' 
a . Shows the Opp ositi on ' s opinion on foreign policy 
toward the }~lector Palatinate 
10 . "Believe As You JJist" 
a. Is a more outspoke n opinion on the same subject 
11. ''B::enmoral t" 
a , Is an a l lusion to Charle s' dealing with Scot land 
III. Conclusion 
A. Growing unity about ;-aizabeth , fear and hatred of .French 
and Spanish Catholic domination , the flare of national 
feeling and confidence, the growing feeling t hat ques-
t ioned the rjghts and duti e s of kings and national poli-
cjes , - - are al l mirrored in the drama of ~l izabeth's , 
.Tames ' , and Charles' reigns. 
1 
THE POLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE ELIZABETF~ DRAlv~ 
This thesis purposes to show that the .Elizabethan 
drama from 1560 to 1603, and drama in general from 1603 to 
1640 bore many reflections of the political activities and 
opinions of the time. There were then no newspapers, and mat-
ters of absorbing interest to the people found outlet and ex-
pression in a number of the current plays. Dramatic writers, 
also, seemed to feel the importance of their influence in 
helping shape public sentiment, as do journalists of today. 
In following the course of the drama of this period, we can 
feel therein the force of the great events which were stirring 
t he people of England. 
When Elizabeth ascended the throne of England, the 
drama had ~assed through a series of control by various author-
. 1 it1es. As miracle play or mystery play, the earliest English 
drama was solely a f unction of the church, which function later 
passed into the hands of the municipal guilds and civil au-
thorities. Then Henry VIII took to himself the authority of 
church and state, and the drama was an object of patronage for 
him and his nobles. Wandering co mpanies of players strolled 
over the countryside receiving patronage from those before 
whom they performed. The royal favor was withdrawn from the 
d.r ama during l~iary ' s reign. 
It was from Queen Elizabeth and her court that the 
drama of one of England's most illustrious ages had its source 
2 
and received its most loyal support. There was the Queen's 
1 c .W.Wallace, 11Evolution of English Drama" pp.ll8-20 2F. l!: .Schelling, "English Drama " p.39 
2 
l 
company of children actors, and in 1583 a company of men ac-
tors. The theatrical companies which had been nominally under 
the patronage of nobles were attached to the services of the 
2 principal members of the royal family. Playwrights looked 
to the Queen for t heir personal inspiration and their highest 
praise. Her reign is full of records of plays, masques, 
revels, and entertainments given at court as well as those 
tendered Blizabeth by her noble hosts on her progresses through 
the realm. 
In a study of the political aspects of the plays of 
this period, it is important to understand how fully they took 
t heir origin from the court; and the prevailing sentiment found 
in them is patriotic. 3 The playwri ghts felt great loyalty w 
the person of their Virgin Queen and expressed their compli-
ments freely, especially in prologues and epilogues to plays 
4 performed at court. Dekker's "Shoemaker's Holiday, 11 and 
" J;' ortunatus " contain passages of praise; an d Shakespeare's 
" Henry VIII, n and Heywood's "Fair Maid of the West" show the 
strong sur vi val of this feeling for .IUizabeth even after her 
death. 
After sovreigns received the strong support, if not 
the personal regard, of t he dra~atists. 5 Shakespeare trans-
formed the historical Banquo to a hero out of conrpliment to 
James' Stuart ancestry, besides writing a flattering passage 
to the king in that same play, Ben Jonson's cour t masque 
contained the most extravagant adulation. In one instance, 
~C. W . Wallace, "Evolution of English Drama" p.l21 
A.Ward, "History of Bnglish Dramatic Literature11 p.217 
,rw. creizen ach , "English Dr ama " p .l29 
5Ibid. )5.130 
Ibid. 
3 
h e describes James as the "greatest King on earth whose pres-
ence charms into existence perpetual spring. rr rrhis growing 
flattery of the king may be explained in part by the hostility 
of the Puritans toward the stage, and the fact that James was 
a firm friend in time of need. 
There was remarkably little governmental or official 
interference wi th the drama. 1 Elizabeth established on a firm 
basis the Office of the Revels which consisted of a master, a 
clerk controller, a clerk, and a yeoman of the wardrobe and 
properties. 2 Sir Edmund Tylney was Master of the Hevels from 
1579-1610, during which time he had the important duty of cen-
soring, or suppressing if need be, the plays of the day. In 
1606 a general statute was passed against the use of profanity 
on the stage, and the High Commission Court somet imes inter-
fered on these grounds. 3 
An ordinance prohibiting the "representing any modern 
Christian King" in a play was passed in James' reign. Jonson 
and Chapman had this law invoked upon them for their "Eastward 
Ho~ 11 And in several other instances the result of too openly 
expressed political opinions brought down consequences upon the 
4 
authors. These will be noted later. However, the royal policy 
was liberal, and the playvv·rights had neither more nor less lib-
erty than the public. 
To properly begin the study of the political element 
in the drama of Elizabeth's day, we must trace it back to its 
earlier manifestations. Kynge Johan, published in 1548 by 
1A. Vv ard, "History of English Dramatic I~ iteraturen p .233 2F.E.Schelling, nEnglish Drama" p.40 3A.Ward, "History of English Dramatic Literaturen p.233 
4Ibid. 
4 
John Bale1 is the first important example of the drama being 
used as a cloak for political allusion. This play, of the 
old morality ty~e. was written by an ardent partisan of the 
Protestant cause at a time when royal supremacy in church and 
state held sway. 2 The whole spirit of the play js a fanning 
of the flame of hate against everything in Catholicism which 
the Protestants hated. 
As an historical figure, King John is not at all 
accurate, but the people were ignorant of the facts and ac-
cepted this version of him as a defender of the faith over-
borne by superior powers. The truth is that King John had 
not the slightest idea of Protestantism. 3 As to the figure 
of the King in the play, there are several things to note. 
In the first place, the majesty and reverence of a king are 
very persistently urged by him. His opening speech4 sets 
forth the fact that the :New Testament en joins allegiance to 
the sovereign; the king's absolute control over his subjects 
by authority of Holy Writ . is affirmed by Vertu, 5 and the King 
constantly urges his divine power to his rebellious clerf:y, 
civil order, etc. This was in keeping with the spirit of the 
times, which wa s elevating the monarch to be head of church 
and state; and it was, doubtless, to impress this view that 
Bale emphasized. it so strongly. 
In the second place, John is shown as opposing vig-
orously the oppression of poor England and her blinti son, the 
commanlty, and as standing out against the Pope's demands. 
1A.Ward, "History of English Dr~matic Literature" p.l77 2Ibid. p.l78-180 •Ibid. p.l79 
41v1anly, "S-pecimens of Pre-Shakes-pearean Drama" - Kynge Johan 
5Ibid. lines 2311-2325 lines 1-7 
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"Nowther thou nor the Pope shall do pore England wronge, I 
beying governor and kyng her peple amonge."1 In the speech 
of the interpreter, the king is spoken of as the faithful 
Moses who defended his poor people against proud Pharaoh, but 
was forced to let them remain in darkness due to the fierce 
Egyptians. 2 Pharaoh is doubtless the Pope) and the Egyptians 
are his Catholic followers. 
The plot of Kynge Johan centers about t he King's at-
tempt to free the poor widow England from the extortion and 
oppression of the clergy and papal agents. John resolves to 
do what is right but he finds the nobility, clergy and civil 
order are against him, the commonalty blind and in the grip of 
superstition. The Pope lays an interdict on England and 
promises to raise up foes on all hands. The King yields, is 
poisoned by e. friar, and the Pope's faction seems triumphant. 
Then comes Verity and reproaches clergy, nobles, and all; Im-
perial Majesty comes forth and points out the evil they have 
done; and they swear to banish the Pope. The play closes with 
a compliment to Queen Elizabeth . . which was probably appended 
when the play was given before her at Ipswich, August, 1561.!3 
The Pope and all the practices of the Roman Church 
are thoroughly abused and rid i culed. Especially are mentioned 
t he things which had been sources of trouble: the appeal of 
the clergy to the Pope for trial, the appointing of bishops, 
and the rendering .tribute. The monasteries, and various orders 
that multiplied all over England are often referred to, as well 
as the forms of ceremony and s ervice . The figures of Sedition, 
1 Ibid. lines 469-70 2Ibid. lines 1106-1112 
3A. Ward, "History of gnglish Dramatic Literature" p.l78 
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Usurped Power and like abstractions remind us of the old 
morality plays, but as the action progresses, they come forth 
in their true intent as Stephen Langton, the Pope, and others. 
The play closes with t he decision of the people to 
banish the Pope forever and support the "Imperial Majesty'' of 
their king. This play was probably written late in the reign 
of Henry VIII, or early in that of Edward VI, and the spirit 
in which it is written conduces most to the second supposition. 1 
The years 1540-1553 witnessed the violent Protestant reaction 
under the Duke of Somerset's Protectorate. Protestant p amph-
leteers flooded the country and the last vestiges of monas-
teries and nunneries, so inveighed against by Bale, were swept 
away. The call to the support of the ''Kynge · Johan" can, there-
fore, be considered as a. direct call to the support of Edward VI, 
represented by the Protectorate, in the strong repression of 
every catholic. 
Before "Kynge Johan n the political element was not , 
lacking in drama. "Lord Governance," a cted in 1527 by students 
of Gray 's Inn, treated of dissipation and negligence in public 
affairs. "A Satire on the Three Est a tes" was a Scotchman's 
protest against the abuses in church and state in his own realm. 
And "Respublica" was a Catholic polemic of Mary's reign. 2 
There also exists a part of the play, "Al byon Knight," dating 
from 1565 to 1566, which was quickly suppressed by the authori-
ties. 
Albyon is a personification of England, and other 
actors are Injury, Division, Temporality, Spirituality, Justice, 
1Green, "History of the English People" PP .. 357-61 21!1 .E .Schelling " En glish Drama'' p.29 
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Commonalty, Sovereignty, Peace, and Plenty. From the fragment 
that remains,we learn that Injury and Division seek the undo-
ing of Albyon Knight. To this end they seek to persuade him 
that the Acts of Parliament intended for the Commons' good are 
not enforced and therefore, "not fit to wipe a pan with." They 
seek also to incense the House of Commons and the House of 
Lords against each other. Then thew prevent the marriage of 
Albyon with "Plenty'' and seek to lead him astray with "Vice. ,,l 
If the rest of the piece had remained to us, we might 
have found .therein some very interesting comments on the state 
of the body politic, for it is clear that the author treated 
h is subject in a very fr ank manner. That this wa.s offensive 
to the powers that were 1we cannot wonder; and we can only jtd ge 
t hat a ~icture of the dissension of Elizabeth's realm be f ore :. 
the execution of Mary would have been revealed to us. 
A few historical facts will best prepare us for the 
first play with which we are to deal. Queen Elizabeth had a 
realm divided against itself: on the one hand were the catho-
lics, looking to Mary Stuart and her French supporters; on the 
other hand were the Protestants of varying degrees of non-con-
formity. Both religious camps eagerly awaited signs of the 
Queen's favor, but had she definitely espoused one cause, the 
other would have risen in rebellion. And all this time, illng-
land was faced with the possibility of some foreign power tak-
ing advantage of her weakened situation as France2 had already 
nearly succeeded in doing. 
l J .P.Collier, "History of English Dramatic Poetryu vol.II, 
p.283 
2J.R.Green, "History of the English People" pp.369-382 
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In those troublous days, Thomas Sackville and Thomas 
Norton were two of the Queen's loya.l a(lvisers. The former held 
high state positions and was later made Lord High Treasurer for 
l ife. Norton was influential in church and state. 1 These t wo 
men together wrote the f:l.rst English tragedy, "Gorboduc, •· or 
"Ferrex and Porrex", which was performed be f ore the Queen Janu-
ary, 1562. This is the ancient British legend of a king who 
divided his kingdom during his lifetime between his two sons, 2 
and is meant as a direct apr lication to the affairs of England 
of Queen Elizabeth's time. 
3 Ward says that the play is meant as a protest against 
discord in the lives of the ruler and the ruled. The authors 
first show clearly that a divided rule is impossible, that 
there must be one soverei gn to gather up in himself all the 
powers of the state, else the two ruling factions begin an end-
less warring for supremacy. This is concretely portrayed in 
the nersons of Ferrex and Porrex, Gorboduc's two sons. Ferrex, 
as one party is bound to do, feels himself slighted and his 
just deserts neglected. Porrex, the younger, is headstrong and 
determined not to be caught. The part played by unwise parti-
sans, and subtile courtiers is shown by the advisers of the 
young princes. The story progresses quite unmarked by any 
moralizing by the authors, but the ap~lication of the tale is 
pointed out by the Dumb Show which precedes 1 and the Chorus 
which succeeds,each act. 
The Dumb Show before Act I pictures a number of men 
trying to break a bundle of fagots, but when they pull the 
~A.. Ward, "History of English Dramatic Literature" p.l99 
3rbid. p.200 Ibid. p.202 
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sticks out one by one, they easily break separately what they 
could not break all together. "Hereby was signified, that a 
state knit in unity doth continue strong against all force, 
but being divided, is easily destroyed." The moral pointed 
out in the impossibility of divided rule was doubtless that 
there never could be a prosperous and ~eaceful England under 
the rivalry of Pr0testant and Catholic control. As bitterness, 
false counsel, misapprehension crept into the reigns of Fer-
rex and Porrex, leadi~g to bloodshed ano. wAr, so would it be 
in England unless the nation submitted to one ruler. 
From the dissension in the royal house came the 
deaths of FerrAx and Porrex. Then the people became incensed, 
killed Gorboduc and his queen and plunged into civil war. 
From this the authors would draw a second lesson. Gwenard, a 
1 
noble, says, 
. Another lord 
people, for 
"Shall subjects dare with force 
To work revenge upon their princes' faet? 
Admit the worst thAt may 
... Shall yet the subject seek to take the sword, 
Arise against his lord, and slay his king?n 
says ~ that they must punish this rebellion of the 
"Nothing more may shake the common state, 
Than sufferance of uproars without redress; 
Whereby how some kingdoms of mighty power, 
After great conquests made, and flourishing 
In fame and wealth, have been to ruin brought: 
.... Though kings forget to govern as they ought 
Yet subjects must obey as they are bound." 
Thus Sackville and Norton are speaking through the 
mouths of thetr actors to the English JJeople of their time. 
They are pointing out the bloodshed, suffering, and the wrong 
that comes from civil war. And they are ur g ing especially the 
inviolability and greatness of a monarch. The lords s peak of 
l Gorboduc, Act V, Sc .l 
2rbid. 
10 
the multitude that are so easily swayed to follow one leader 
or another, and how they are like ungrateful children tearing 
the i r own mother. 
1 Eubulus thus ~onders, 
"Suffer i ng, lo, foul treason to distain, 
Their wretched minds, forget their loyal heart, 
Reject all truth, and rise against their prince. 
A ruthful case, that t hose, whom duty's bond .... 
Bound to preserve their country and their king, 
Born to de f end their commonwealth and prince, 
E'en they should g ive consent thus to subvert 
Thee, Britain-land." 
Finally, in vivid lines are pictured the land laid open to the 
ambitions and schemes of nobles, or of any foreign power that 
dar e s make the try. Thus did t he supporters of El izabeth seek 
to s h ow t he people that their peace and safety lay in undivided 
allegiance to their que en. 
"Gorboducn is the first t ype of the political drama 
with which we are concerned. That is, where the plot of the 
play, or t he action, t hough unrelated to contemp orary events 
in itself, is yet made to convey a lesson applicable to the 
times. Such plays are those which t he dramatist uses to con-
vey hi s ? enera.l p ol itical opinions. 
Elizabeth's court could not have f ailed to a ttract 
to itself a dramatist wh o wrote to re f lect its moo ds and f an-
c i es. Such a one was Jo hn Lyly. He was among the Queen's nu-
merous satellite s t ha t s ou ght f or pre f erment and. honor t hrough 
her f avor. 2 Tie used the l~nguage of a courti er and the thought 
of a courtier; and all his plays were given point by allusion 
and allegory to contemp orary event s which would have interest 
1n orboduc, Act V, Sc. 2 
2l . t~ . S chelling , ··English Drama n pp .44-46 
11 
for his noble audiences. 
The :play "Sapho and Phao T1 is a blending of the two 
classic myths of Venus' gift of beauty to Phao, and Sapho's 
and Phao's love, with the allegory of one of Elizabeth's sui-
1 tors,- the Due d 'Alencon. ~Phe royal .B,rench lover was a son 
of catherine de 1..1edici, who urged the match until 1582 when 
the Duke le ft :~ngland finally to· assume sovereignty of the 
Dnited Provinces. 2 
The story is of the love of Sapho, the queen-poetes~ 
and of Phao, the ferryma~ made beautiful by Venus in return 
f or his services. Sapho and Pha~ met by chance, fall in love; 
and s he invites Phao to her court as a page . Here, both strive 
against a love too high for the one, too low for the other . 
~, hen Ve nus herself f alls in love with ~:'hao and induces Cupid 
to cure Sapho of her love . This Cup id does, but he re f uses to 
shoot the arrow which will make Phao love Venus. InsteP-d, he 
decides t o st ay with Sapho _ wh o will from henceforth be queen 
of l ove . Phao leaves Sicily , despairing , ye t vowing eternal 
l ove to :=:a-pho. 
The most n oticeable thing about thi s play of Lyly 's 
iS the remarkable similarity of Sapho to an l~nglish queen . She 
only utters one p oor song, but her functions as a great and ele-
vated sovereign are ever pushed to the :fore. In her, the f i gur e 
of Queen Elizabeth is glori f ied. Cr:i.ticus says3 of Sa-pho, "This 
:is she that all wonder at and 'NOrsh ip." The queen of legend 
is made to do as did Elizabeth, stifle her hopes of marriage in 
t he realization t hat her ST'here and station demanded her fir st 
~?. . ~ . B ond, nThe Complete '.norks of John Lyly" Vol.II, p.365 
3.., Ib l d . , p . 3 6 6 
'' Sa-rho and ~hao'' Act i, Sc.2 
12 
care. Sapho plains, nr:nto the heart of so great a Lady, can 
any creep but a great I,ord?" And, again, she tells Phao t hat 
t he "heartsease n whtch can comfo!'t her grows too low. 
With t he most delicat e fl a ttery to Elizabe t h 's regard 
f or the Duke - who was really homely - Lyly makes Venus :responsi-
ble fo r Phao's acceptability to Sapho, and sets the god of Love · 
a s arbit er of t heir affections. It is a subtile compliment, 
also, to the Queen's first re gard for her place as a sovereign 
and denial of he r rea l a ffections and desires, tha t Sapho is 
shown conquering her f eelings. As t h e Duke, so Phao, seeing 
hi s love is ho~eless, determines to leave the queen's realm. 
In parting he vows "loyalty uns potted though unrewarded, '' a 
life s pent in wishin g for Sapho's good . who is triumphant as 
Queen of Love in Venus' place. 
Lyly' s " Endimion " is h is most elaborate attem:r- t to 
r epr es ent court happenings in the guise of alle gory, and many 
interrretations have b een offered as to his true meaning. We 
have here Cynt ·h·i a, the goddess of the Moon, who doubtless is 
El i zabeth, beloved by t h e lowl y Endimion. Cynthia's rival is 
Te llus, wh o, because Endimion will not return her affection, 
has him bewi tched into a long sleep by Depsas. He is released 
f rom enchantment by t h e per f ect friend and lover, Eumenides, 
who l earns from the charme d fountain that Cynth ia. mus t k iss 
Eumenides to break the s pell. In the me antime , Tell us has been 
g iven into t h e custody of Corsites for her rash speaking. The 
play ends with Endimion vowing eternal and res pectful love to 
Cynthia and all the other characters happ ily paired off. 
1 Ibid. Act III, Sc.3 
13 
The key to the characters furnished by Bond is, I 
thir~, the most satisfactory. He maintains that Endimion 
represents the two main characteristics of Elizabeth's reign: 
the rivalry of Mary , Queen of Scots (Tellus); and Elizabeth 's 
fondness for Leicester (Endimion) .1 Cynthia is, without doubt, 
Elizabeth herself, whom r~yly flatte:rs in his most courtly style. 
Endimion's long rhapsody on his mistress sets her forth as 
eternal in the constancy of her course, though other men only 
see her wax and wane and think her waverine. In the very ful-
ness of her age she grows young again, and, "What is he that 
having a mistress of ripe years, and infinite virtues, great 
honors and uns~eakable beauty, but would wish that she might 
grow tender again?" 2 Floscula tells Tellus that "Cynthia 
governeth all things," and that between Tell us "and her no 
" . . bl 3 comparison lS poss l e. And , again, Endimion says that Cyn-
thia's beauty is heavenly, her perfe ction without a peer. 4 
To the person of Cynthia is opposed that of Tellus. 
By a second kind of allegory--adduced for the purp ose of con-
tras t of these two characters--Tellus and Cynthia are made to 
re~resent the earth and moon goddesses , respectively, and to 
embody the low, base qualities of the earthy on the one hand, 
and the lofty qualities of the heavenly on the other. The 
main point of the rivalry of these two persons is stressed, and 
Bond sees a sufficient connection of Mary and Leicester in the 
marriage which was at one time actually proposed between the 
two.5 Leicester had been in disgrace at court, previous to the 
1 ~ w B d 
2 :.-t . i . • on , Endimi on, 
~Ibid. Act 
R .W.Bond, 
"Complete Wor ks 
Act I, Sc . 1 
II, Sc. 1 
"Comple te v:orks 
of John Lyly" Vol.III, pp.Sl-103 
3Ibid. Act I, Sc . 2 
of John Lyly'' Vol.III, Intro.p.90 
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writing of this p1ay, owing to his Imrriage with the countess 
of Essex, but he was probably reconciled1 to the queen by the 
time "Endimion" was presented in 1586. Thus it seems to me, 
Lyly had a strong motive in repr esenting Leicester to the 
queen as so very attractive that even Mary, Queen of Scots, 
would intrigue for his love. Thus he was flattering ~lizabeth 
f or 1oving so irresistible a gentleman, wh ile pointi ng out that 
Leicester himself mi ght be pardoned some li.ttle flights of 
fancy since he remained true at heart to his royal mistress. 
There f ore, the central theme of the play, Leicester's 
relations with Elizabeth, is united with the character of Mary 
fo r the purrose of hef ght ening the effect. Se veral passages 
occur which assure us as to who was meant by Tellus. I n the 
f irst place, she is imprisoned by Cynthia, and her gaoler bears 
great similarity to Mary's keeper. Tellus informs him, " for 
so vain were liberty, and so unwelcome the following of high 
fo rtune, that I choose rather to pine in the c astle than be a 
2 Prince in any other court." This alone would indicate I1lary's 
royal character. 
Cynthia speaks of Tell us' 11 always practising of ED me 
decei t c ; 3 which was exactly the sort of t hing the i~risoned 
plotter was doing. Cynthia addresses ~ ellus in reproach thus, 
"Is it possible, Tellus, that so few years should harbor so 
many mischiefs? Thy swelling pride have I born, because it is 
a thing t hat beauty makes blameless. !! 4 Tellus, replying, says, 
"Divine Cynthia, by whom I receive my life. " It is c1ear that 
Lyly was a iming at the Scottish Queen, whose pretensions, whose 
~Ibid. pp. 11-13 2"Endimion" Act IV, Sc. 3 
Ibid. Act IV, Sc. 3 4Ibid. Act V, Sc. 3 
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plots , whose ir~risonment were a subject of absorbing interest 
to ~ngland of tha t day. 
}~nd imion is best answered by the 'Person of Le icester, 
although Schelling1 proposes J ames , ldary ' s son, as his original. 
The setting of other r,ersons with whom Endimion is surrounded 
h a rdly a grees with this supp osition, nor does Endimion's and 
Cynt hia ' s atti tucte toward each other . Endi mion everywhere 
speaks of his birth as lowly2 and. h e dares address Cynthia onl y 
thus, ''Such a difference hath the gods set between our states, 
that all must be dutie, loyalty, and reverence." 3 To •Nhich 
Cynthia re:pl ies, T!This honorable respect of thine shall be 
c hristened love in thee, and my reward for it favor . n It is 
clear tha t to no other relations of the queen could the Te have 
been acceptably ascribed Endimion' s devoted love t hat wishes 
only to hear of Cynthia, to see her, and worship her. "I have 
forsaken all other fortunes to follow Cynthia, and here I stand 
ready to die if it please Cynthia . "4 
l~umenides , thP. per f ect friend and lover seems wel l to 
mirror f orth the perfect gallant of the age, Sir Philip Sidney . 
Semele, his coquettish beloved, fits the person of Sidney ' s 
flame , J~ady :t ich, (nee Penelope Devereux) whom he pursued for 
some years without success . Corsites, Tellus' gaoler , repre-
sents in hjs quality of firmness the g eneral characteris tics of 
I.'ia ry' s imprisonment. However , as h e fa lls under tbe charms of 
Tellus we must identify him wi th the Earl of Shrewsbury, wh o, 
although loyal to 81 izabeth, found f!lary' s person quite pleasing. 
~ li,. Schelling, " English Drama" 3p . 4 6 
"Endimion" Act II, Sc . 1 Ibid. Act V, Sc . 3 4 Ibid. Act V, Sc. 3 
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Ger on and Dipsas, whom Lyly represents as estranged 
by domestic quarrels, are doubtless this same .J:arl of Shrews-
bury,and his wife who circulated vague scandals about her hus-
band and Mary. Floscula, we find, loves 3ndimion for hip vir-
tues and her passion for him is unrewarded. Her original is 
ej t her Lady :Essex--also cel ebrated by Shakespeare as " the 
little We stern flower " in n:Midsummer .i:light's Dreamn--or Prances 
Howard, wh o fell in love with J-'eicester. 
In Queen E1izabethis life, no one thing more drew her 
people's love than her virginity. This fact is celebrated by 
TJ yly in all his plays whe re she is represented allegorically 
and especially in "Love's Metamorphosis . " Here also is set 
forth the loyalty and love which was due the queen but which 
Essex had lately violated by his attitude after his escapade 
in l~eland. The queen is personified by Ceres, the goddess of 
plenty, who espouses virginity. The play revolves on the at-
tempts of the lovers of three of Ceres' nymphs to make them 
abandon their vow of single blessedness; and on t he ungrateful-
ness of .r.;ristcthon to Ceres by whose bounty he has been blessed. 
The play was probably written about 1599 \'Then Essex 
had incurred the queen' s displeasure f or his actions1 in Ire-
land and his haughty conduct, but before the young ~ eer•s final 
revolt. A possibility of reconciliation then still existed,and 
};yly cleverly brings it about in "Love's Metamorphosis!! through 
the offices of Cupid. Erisicthon 's speeches to Cynthia's 
nymphs ·well extJress the base conduct of Essex: "Impuclent 
g i glots t hat you are . ... to dare do honour to any but t.:risicthon" 
1n.. W .Bond, "Complete Works of John Lyly'' Vol. I I , p. 259 
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and "I have no regard of your goddess , which none but peevish 
girls reverence . nl With this, Erisicthon proceeds wantonly to 
destroy a tree sacred to Ceres. 
When ~risicthon recovers his senses he repents heartily 
and admits t hat, '1Make amends I c ennot, n for t'what is he that, 
having but oneill thought of Ceres , can race it with a thou-
sand dutiful a ctions. n 2 When he and Ceres are finally recon-
ciled she tells him to "thank Cl,ipid that commands ."3 Thus is 
her royal dignity upheld and the true enormity of disloyalty 
pointe.d out. 
"Midas" was written by Lyly about 1590 after the re-
pulse of the Armadat and he h~s woven in many allusions to 
i··hilip of Spain and his machinations, with the cl &.ss ic myth. 
Midas , the fo .0lish kjng of antiquity whose passion was gold and 
ambition, is not, however , consistently developed with a view 
to Philip, and the allegory is only intro duced rather extrane-
ously; it is connected with the plot mainly by Midas' solilo-
quies. 
In the first place , Midas asks the golden gift in 
order to subdue Lesbos, by which is figured fort.h ::o;ngland. 5 
His shepherds, talking about him , speculate that he is s oeking 
to bait the lsland with a golden hook and chain, but one says 
that the Islanders are too subtle to be caught that way, t hat 
they are a valiant nation more read.y to strike than ward . . 9 As 
to Philip ' s actual attack upon gngland with the Armada, ~,5d.as 
confesses, "Have not I made the sea to groan under the number 
\-~_ .W .Bond, "Complete ~~' orks 
phosis , " Act III, Sc. 1 
3Ibid. Act V, Sc . 4 
4R .W.Bond, "Complete Works 
5Ibid. nl\llidas" Act I , Sc. 1 
of2 Zohn IJyly" - "Love's rtetamor -Ibid. Act I , Sc.2 
of John Lyly'' Vol.III, :p.l03 
6Ibid. Act IV, Sc. 2 
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of my ships; and have they not perished, tha t there was not 
t wo le ft to make a number?" 
After Phil.ip (Midas) finds that the g;olden gift has 
only brought suffering and that he cannot buy his glory, he 
has a reckoning wi th his conscience in which he bewails the 
things for which the ~nglish hated Spain. lli s oppressions of 
the . Netherlands, his greed for gold and crowns, his vast fleets 
and armies are all mentione d. He speaks of his intention to 
conquer England with gold
1
that could not be reached by ships, 
but her glorious sovereign and subjects 1 loyalty protected 
1 her. Cruel Alva is represented by 1\tlartius whose '' counsel 
has spilled more blood than all my (Midas') soldiers' lances.'' 2 
At the end, Midas' asses' ears are made to typify his foolish-
ness of judgment and lack of wisdom. He has been repulsed in 
his wars and will be utterly defeated "unless he shrink his 
stretching hand from Lesbos. " 3 
The other plays of Lyly frequently convey courtly 
flattery to the queen, but those discussed above are most im-
portant from the political ~oint of view. They r epresent the 
second phase of political drama, that which gives point and 
interest to its action by reference to contemporary events in 
England, Although such secondary significance for the events 
of the play seems wearisome to us, Lyly was but continuing the 
custom of the old morality plays. Elizabetha n England was ac-
customed to look beneath the stiTface of its plays and passing 
events were well known and discussed by the age that had fewer 
interests and d.istractions than ours. 
1 Ibid. Act III, Sc. 1 
3lbid. Act v, Sc. 3 
2 Ib1."d. A t v s 3 .t~.C , C • 
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~ play very closely allied to Lyly's work is Ben Jon-
son 1 s "Cynthia 1 s :Et evels," first acted in 160 0. We find the 
author seeking through veiled compliments to the queen's acts 
and person to insinuate his person into her favor. 
The tone of this play is very much 1 ike that of '!Love 1 s 
Nletamorphosis," although it was written later in t he queen' s 
reign when her old nobles had died, and the new courtiers sought 
favor~1 and awaited her death, In the first place, the virginity 
of t he queen is held up to admiration and respect in compliments 
whi.ch would be cloying to us but which the queen delighted. in. 
The most beautiful expression of t he s entiment is in the Hymn to 
Cynthi a: 1 
"Queen, and Huntress, chaste and fair, 
Now the Sun is laid to sleep, 
Seated, in thy silver che.ir, 
State in wonted manner keep: 
Hesperus entreats thy light, 
Goddess, excellently bright." 
The masques whic h follow in the next three acts are 
less artistic in their praise, but Cynthia says, 2 
"Nothi.ng which dutie and desire to please 
Bears written in the forehead, comes amiss." 
And the playwright makes a strong appeal that her subjects 
should not f orget to render her the love she still desires. 
There are specific references to disloy&lty to the 
3 queen in the past. Diana ! Elizabeth), is represented as hav-
ing proclaimed these revels to show how she treads under f oot 
the slanders breathed against her for her justice taken on 
Actfon. 4 In Act I, seene 3, occur these lines: 
"Here young Acteon fell, pursued and torn 
By Cynthia's wrath (more eager than his hounds);" 
1
"Cynthia 1 s Revels 11 -Yale Studies- Act V, Sc.VI 2Ibid. ' 3rbid. Introduction, pp.23-32 
4rbid. Act I, Sc. 1 
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and Cynthia herself refers to the same event:l 
"For so Acteon, by presuming far, 
Did (to our grief) incur a fatal do om." 
These passages bear reference to Essex's plot and death which 
had so recently stirred England. He was bold and presumptuous 
and would not brook the gueen's reprodf of his conduct of af-
fairs in Ireland. He was imprisoned temr orarily, released, 
started plotting, was taken and beheaded. He was a popular 
favorite, and his death caused the murmurs which are re f erred 
to here. 2 
There is also allusion to Mary's rebellions against 
Elizabeth. Cynthia says, 3 
"And so, swollen .N iobe (comparing more 
Than he--Acteon--presumed) was trophaed 
into stone." 
The speech of the gueen's into which these references are incor-
porated shows her to have felt deeply the ingratitude of men who 
took her benef its as due, and rendered criticism in return. 4 
They unjustly taxed " the greatest glories in our starry crown; n 
that is, Blizabetb's "chastity" is not properly respected. But 
she promises, 
"That we can take notice, and can take revenge, 
Of these calumnious and lewd blasphemies." 
That Jonson expected to be rewarded for thus trumpet-
ing abroad his praise of the queen may be seen in two passages 
where he describes himself as des erving well, though his merits 
ar e obscured; 5 and where Cynthia addresses him as "this precious 
crystal, work of rarest wj_tn and assures him her favor and pro-
tection.6 
1
rbid. Act V, Sc. XI 
~Ibid. Act V, Sc. XI 
Ibid. Act V, Sc.VI 
2see Note 4 on page 19 4 Ibid. Act V, Sc.VI 
6Ibid. Act V, SC.VIII 
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The last of the plays which centered about Blizabeth 
and represented contemporary feeling toward her was Peele's 
"Arraignment of Parisn printed in 1584. The first part of the 
play deals with the tale of Paris' award of the Ate to venus. 
The two goddesses who have been slighted appeal to the gods who 
hold a council in Diana's bower. Paris pleads poor eyesight 
and good intentions; and the gods, fearing to be blamed however 
they choose, leave the choice to Diana. Diana immediately 
awards the prize to the_ "nymph Eliza, n who honours the goddess 
with her chastity. 
Peele thus takes occasion to deliver to ~lizabeth a 
bouquet of compliments: she is admired by the gods and sung 
by the Muses. She excels Juno in state, I'.': inerva in force of 
arms and of mind, Venus in beauty,and Diana in chasteness. 
Flowers were strewed at her birth, the Graces were present, 
and yearly the Fates lay down their implements before her. 
This play seems a fitting close for our discussion 
of those directly concerned with Elizabeth because it shows 
what was doubtless the real and final feeling of the people for 
t heir virgin Queen. :[.;Jention and compliment of 2lizabeth, of 
course, occur in other plays, but those dealt with above form 
a little group of literature current about her royal person, . 
concerned with what most nearly concerned her, and offering u~ 
the services of loyalty. 
i'f/e now come to a group of plays which were a direct 
continuation of the old play "Gorboduc ." We might term them 
expressions of the gr o'>ving feeling of nationality that concerned 
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itself with ~ngland*s politioal state at home and her position 
among foreign nations. They refer not so much to specific 
events and persons as to the general conditions, aims, and pa-
triotism of ~ngland as a nation. 
The first rude chronicle play was "The }11 amous vic-
tories of Henry V ," written by Hichard 'l'arlton, as is supposed, 
who djed in 1588. 1 There is, throughout, a feeling that a king 
should have first care for his throne and the administration of 
right and justice. Henry IV takes care that his Justices see 
that he has not more affection for his son than for rightful 
2 judgment. It was this play that Shakespeare later drew on for 
his " Henry v," and we have here the be ginnings of our J?'rince 
Hal. 
The new feeling of England's glory is seen in the 
treatment of the Battle of Agincourt. before the engagement,a 
French Captain names the wonderful troops on his side and then 
points dis dainfully to " the poor English scabs."3 But Henry 
cries to his troops, ''Pluck up yru r hearts, for this day we 
shall either have a valiant victory or an honorable death. "4 
After the victory, Henry makes his "demands very peremptorily" 
up on the Ji1rench king, who yields immediately. '.Lhe crowning 
addi ti.on to national feeling is in the last scene where all the 
?rench lords swear fealty and the Dauphin kneels to kiss the 
English Henry's s word. 
"The 'rroublesome ~ eign of King John" deals with the 
same subject matter as "Kynge ,"J ohan ',' though in a more conscious, 
~F . S chelling, "English Drama.rr pp .56-57 
~Shakespeare's Library, 4 Vol.V, p.331 ~Ibid. p.362 Ibid. p.363 
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defined way. There is no uncertain sounding of the trumpet of 
loyalty, and obedience to the king. Hubert feels he must do as 
told, for nA subject dwelling on the land 
Is tied to execute the King's command, n 
and ui must not reason, . .... he commands it so. nl 
The king•s would-be crime is excused, and he is shown as only 
y ielding t o t h e :P ope when f orced by too great odds against him. 
The lords who have rebelled against J ohn are regarded as the 
vilest traitors. 
Lewis, although baiting his hook with promises, 
reckons traitors at t heir true vvorth, and vows that "not an 
~~ngli.sh trattor of t hem all .. . . s h all on his shoulders bear hi.s 
r ead one day, '' 2 t ha t is, wh en he gets possession of -'-.;nglan d. 
Thus the author clearly points out the fruit of treason to i~ng-
land. Such men have nothing to hope from a foreign country, 
which Will merely use them as tools . They "dig their own 
mother~ s grave,"3 and forge a new yoke for the i:r necks. The 
king says, 
11 Let l!~ngland live but true within itself 
And all the world can never wrong her state. '' 
The Dauphin, too, pointedly observes that foreign nations do 
not try to execute designs on England unless they are help·ed by 
traitors from within. 4 
Thus, the author is showing to the English Catholics 
wi thin Elizabeth's realm 1Nho were intrie:uing with France and 
S-pain for assistance what they would bring on themselves and 
their country. The an nals of the age are full of such plots; 
the treason of :Norfolk was among the most conspicuous attempts 
;rbid. Vol. v, ~p.269-270 
Ibid. p .306 
!Ibid. p.301 
Ibid. p.319 
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which endangered Elizabeth's 1 ife and throne .1 
The second characteristic of this play is the strong 
feeling manifested against the Pope and the Catho l ic Church. 
Inde ed, loyalty and an enmity with everything Catholic were 
S;)il.lOn)Vlilous terms with most Protestants and many supporters of 
Elizabeth. John addresses the Pope as 
"The arch proud titled priest of Italy 2 That calls himself Grand Vicar under God." 
The king characterizes the control which the Pope would exert 
over him as ''slavishn and ask s what rig ht he has to dictate in 
John's use of his own. He flings this fine defiance down, 
"Never an Italian priest of them all shall either have tythe, 
toll, or polling penny out of England; but as I am king so will 
I rei gn next under God, supreme head both over spiritual and 
tempora1." 3 This doubtless was an expression of Protestant Eng-
land's greatest hore and expectation in Elizabeth's day. 
The hope was not to be realized under John, but he 
utters this prophecy, that t hough his sins are too great to 
abolish Pope and Poperie yet "in thy seat if I may guess at all, 
a king shall reign that shall suppress them all."4 Thus do tre 
dramatists point out that such a sovereign who can be truly the 
head of England is on her throne. They call her subjects to 
respect her state and be Englishmen to the core. As Arthur says 
of King John's pride of independence, ''For questionless, he is 
an Englishman. n 5 
The same situation of a divided England opened to 
incursions from foes without led Thomas Lodge to write his play, 
~J.R.Green, "History of the English Peop1e3 pp.390-418;405-17 
4shakespeare's Library, 5Vol.V, p. 271 Ibid. p.254-5 Ibid. p. 291 Ibid. p.238 
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"Wounds of Civil War," published 1594. True it is that the 
Armada had by that time passed England by, but there were fresh 
fears of a Catholic uprising, fresh repressive measures against 
them, and the nation could never feel secure. 1 
Here we have plainly set forth the horrors of civil 
broils where a nation sheds its own blood and leaders of oppos-
ing factions seek their own gain rather than their country's 
good. Indeed, the dramatist tries clearly to persuade that no 
leaaer is worth following unless he puts his country's p e ace be-
fore the ambition of rule. In the opening of the play, Sulpetius 
deplores the factions that weaken the state, and the danger of 
division over a leader. 2 The awful result of contempt of law, 
too, is shown. When the Senate is but a tool of the party in 
power, every citizen's life is endangered and there is no head 
for the state. 
Civil war itself is characterized as "A fire that 
mnst be quenched with Roman's blood, a war that will confound 
our em.pery. "3 Her very citizens who have made her great are 
those who now destroy her. Again the fact is emphasized that 
it is the people themselves who have brought this to pass by 
not refusing to be swayed hither end yon by every s.ppe al to 
their impulses. The old fear that we have encountered be f ore 
4 
is expressed by Anthony: 
"Lest, while we dream on civil mutinies, 
Our wary foe assail our city walls." 
The lesson is clear for any Englishman who cared to read t he 
domestic tragedy and forei gn dan p: er in a divided England. 
!·T.R.Green, "History of the English People" pp .408 ... 10 
"Wounds of Civil War4 -Collection of English Plays -Vol. I, 
3Ibid. p.ll5 Ibid. p.l24 page 105 
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George Peele wrote two pleys which have importance 
for the political sentiments expressed therein. The first is 
"The Battle of Alaazar" written about 1590. The theme is a 
' 
contest over the succession to the throne . in which figures a 
young English adventurer, Captain Stukely~ who had intended to 
conquer Ireland for himself. He was forced by storms to land 
in Sebastian : ·., King of Portugal"$ terri tory, and was pressed 
by him into the quarrel over the Ivloorish throne. Both Sebastian 
and Stukely lost their lives, owing in part to Spanish ~erfidy. 
There is a long tribute to Queen Elizabeth at the 
opening of the play, when Sebastian seeks to dissuade Stukely 
from his attempts on Irelanc1: "Were every ship ten thousand on 
the seas" it would be vain to battle the queen's strength 
" for heavens and destinies 
Attend and wait upon her majesty. 
Sacred, imperial, and holy is her seat, 
Shining with wisdom, love and mightiness." 
Everything agrees to make her reign prosperous, even the seas 
protect he~ from her foes. He en ds his eulogy in vein very like 
a native Englishms.n. "Danger , death, and hell" awa.i t all t hat 
seek to injure Elizabeth. 1 
This burst of patriotism following so soon after 1588 
is doubtless an expression of the nation's fla.re of self-confi-
dence and pride that f ollowed the repulse of Spain. Even foreign 
nations, so the dramatist ·Nould tell his people, ar.e dazzled. by 
our wonderful queen and our glory. Indeed, in the quotation given 
above t he re is evident al l usion to the Armada and in the play 
the faithlessness of Spain i.s emphasized. Philip is called the 
1
"Battle of Alcazar" Act II, Sc. l 
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"Catholic King" and his designs to "propagate the fa'-W' are 
often mentioned. · But when he promises aid, one caution s "but 
wure ambitious wiles and poisoned eyes. nl And Stukely cries, 
"God and good men labor for Portugal~ 2 For Spain disguising with a double face': etc. 
There come again the tones of the Armada when a lord says, 
"And when proud S-pain hopes soundly to prevail, 
The time may come that thou and thine shall 
fail." 
This play represents the English nation triumphant, 
feeling the thrills of conquest and patriotism, and free to ex-
press her hate of Spain which figures in so mnny dramas here-
after. The attitude of the nation tov1ard foreign powers as re-
fleeted in the drama is the thtrd phase of political drama.. A 
very lovely passage closes the patrtoti c appeal of this play; 
when the adventurer, Stukeley, is dying he thinks of his native 
land, as so many Engl ishmenc, were to do down through the ages. 
''In England's London, lordings, was I born, 
On that brave bridge, the bar thst thwarts 
the Thames." 
He carrie s to his death the happy picture of his youth at home. 3 
A second play of Peele's, "Edward I," expresses a 
similar feeling of patriotism on the one hand and hate for Spain 
on the other. Edward I's wife was the good Queen Eleanor of 
castile, but her Spanish birth made her a subject for Peele's 
unfajr malignings. He depicts her as possessing the typical 
Spanish arrogance and disdain for simple English things. She 
is represented as wishing to put off the coronation so that she 
can import robes from · Sna in i n which to deck herself. 4 She 
~Ibid. Act III, Sc. 1 
Ibid. Act V 
2Ibid. 4
·'Edward I" Act I, Sc. 1 
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ponders how she can be above other queens and thus reflect on 
Spain 's glory which Eritain may admire. She characterizes the 
English as headstrong but promises to lead them in a S~anish 
yoke. While traveling to Wales, she disdains to set her foot 
1 on English soil, she is too proud to walk on aught but tapestry. 
Finally, she scorns the homage of the Welch who offer the young 
Prince a mantle of frieze; her son shall be lapped in only cost-
ly garments for he is almost divine. 2 This is, of course, a 
misrepresentation of Eleanor's character, but it shows the feel-
ing of Englishmen toward the haughty Spaniard who had presumed 
to the conquest of England ,--and failed. 
If we would see the overwhelming outburst of national 
sentiment ths t armed England against the Armada and sent her a 
united country to repel the invader , we must look to the play, 
"A Larum for London." This was written at a time when the sol-
dier was ill-treated, and when the cautious polic.y of Lord Bur-
liegh spent as little as possible on England 's arms. There was 
a party of bitter Spanish hatred. headed by Essex that urged more 
decided measures and it is from this point of view that the play 
js written. 
The dramatist was anxious to show, fjrst of all, tee 
perfidy of Spain, and the danger in which England stood from 
£er . To this end, the utter causelessness of Spain's attack 
upon ilntwerp, and her underllanded cruelty are emphasized. The 
play 01)ens with the commander of the garrisons guarding Antwerp 
plotting to give over the city to the Spanish forces. The Span-
1
rbid. Act II, Sc. 2 2Ibid. Act III, Sc . 2 
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ish commander fires on Antwerp for a pretended cause and 
brushes aside the consideration of harmless citizens killed 
by the outrage. He, me anVI!hile, has planned for the invasion 
of t he city by a great force of De Alva's men, which steals 
up and takes the city by surprise, helped by the traitor within 
the walls. The sack of Antwerp has begun. 
The Spaniards' craft and deceit, his willingness to 
stoop to bribery, butchery, and gross injustice to secure his 
purpose are all vividly portrayed. Even so, the dramatist 
means to say, may the peaceful security of England be broken 
at any time. He then draws a picture of helplessness on the 
one hand, and ruthless cruelty on the other. England had few 
trained sold.iers; most of her force were mercenaries, and the 
relation of soldiery and citizenry is exactly that pictured 
here. 1 It was an attempt to rouse England to prac t ice of arms. 
In the opening scenes of the play, the Spanish general 
says Antwerp is wealthy and feels secure in her wealth; her 
-people are "swilling epicures," they have utterly neglected to 
Tlrovide for defense. ·when the Prince of Orange sends troops to 
defend the city they refuse aid for fear it may cost them too 
much. The lords commanding the Prince of Orange's forces cry 
that 11A.ntwerp is bewitched; security hath slain their provi-
2 dence; 1' and ''Friends and defense are less esteemed th~J.n self." 
When the old soldier Stump exhorts the people to wake from 
their sloth and defend their city, he complains of the way the 
soldier is neglected and abused and then asked to defend those 
who maltreat him, wjth his life. 3 Indeed, when treachery within 
and without have given over the city to the Spaniards, the citi-
1 
2"A Larum for IJondonn-Ed. R. Simpson- IntDo. pp.6 ff. Ibid. p.47 3Ibid. pp.50-51 
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zens cannot believe they are in dan ger, and leave it to the 
soldiers whose business it is to look out for them. 
As a matter of fact, Roda was the general who com-
manded the seige, but the popular Snanish villain was Alva, 
and so he is represented here in all his blackness . 1 He is 
called the '' damne d. fiend" and the ''bloody villainn who is 
never named buth with a curse. 2 All the awful details of the 
sack are adduced,--the butchery by the thousands, the insatia-
ble exactions and cruelty. To br:i.n g the matter nearer home, 
f. l ve. is :insolent to the English governor, and demands an im-
possible fee f or his life. England's representative is treated 
with insults, and the "League with I~ngland" flouted. He feels 
Alva r lay with him as a cat with a mouse, and all f or money, 
which is the only thing Alva. seeks. 3 
The fact that Antwerp has deserved her fate and that 
Spain's faithlessness is ~atent ar e reiterated again and again. 
Antwerp vvas careless nthough forewarned by many bleeding in-
stances about her!! and yet 
''What state is there, be it ne'er so po~ular 
That sees sad desolation set in tears · 
Upon her neighbor citi es ... 
Yet vvill not dread her dang8r to be nea.r. n4 
This appeal speaks f or itself as it could not also have fa iled 
to do in the day when it was written. 
The last decades of th e 16th Century saw a reli gio us 
stri f e in :B1rance be t ween t he Catho lics and the Huguenots. Eng -
land no longer feared the d:irect assault of France, but ~he 
feared for the Catholic triumph. Catherine de l·'1edici, Guise, 
Philip of Spain, the Pope, --all were one, one i n all. A Catho-
~S ee Note ~bid. p .39 
Ibid. pn .D8-59; 66 
~Ibid. pp .43-44 
Ibid. pp.54-53 
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lie ?ranee and a Catholic Spa in, I~ngland f eared as a direc t 
!nenace to her national integrity . 1 The exact na. ture of those 
f ears is s hown in Christopher Marlowe ' s " Massacre at Par is n 
written about 1592. He re is portrayed the Iv:!.assacre of St . 
Bart h o1Amew 1 s Day and the machinations of Guise for the throne. 
From the f irst, :.~ngland 1 s hatred and d istru.ot of 
Snain is manifest . rl1he Catholic Du..l{e of f.:.ui se is in the pay of 
<") 
S . d th ~ ~ ·paln an _e r ore . Sp ain itself is described a s "the council 
chamb e r of the P or e, n "the -place v:,;here he makes peace a ncl war . n3 
Th e Duke's utter faithlessness , cruelty and craft are set f o£th; 
and he admi ts, 
" My p olicy hath framed religion."4 
Navarre is the rep resentative of the ? rotesta.:nt f orces , and t h at 
t h e significance of the play should not be lost on t h e audience 
the Duk e refers to Ime;land. In Scene .::.~VIII he says, 
''And with the Queen of :sngland join my f orce 
'l'O beat the Papal Monarch from our lands." 
Of 1 i k e import is i he E.ing ' s speech: 5 
nr' 11 send my sister England news of this 
And give her warning of her treacherous foes." 
His final message is a protest of eternal love "to the Queen 
of En gland whom God hath blest for hating papistry." Th:is !Jlay 
is clearly an expression of sympathy with Protestant causes in 
France, and of fear of the p olitical danger involved for ~ng -
land in the str ong , deceitful Catholic foes abroad . 
The closing years of :~lizabetb 1 s reign and t h e or-en-
ing ones of <;ame s 1 were connected by the dramatist , lreorge Chap -
man. The fi.rst play which deserves notice was "Eastward H.o ~~· 
produced 1604
1 
fo r certain -pe s sages in whi ch Chapman anc1 Jons~n 
~.l .R . Green , ··:s:istory o f the ]~nglish Pe ople" pp.406 - 417 
G"Iviassacre at Paris 11 ~Ibid. Scene XVI 4 Ibid ., Scene II Ibid. Scene XXIV 
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had to suffer a short i mprisonment. These p assages, re f lect-
ing on the Scotch, gave offence to Sir J a mes I;lurray , a .S cot-
ti sh gentl eman looked on with1 favor by t h e king. The s ~e cial 
object of offence is conjectured to be Seagull's description of 
Vi r gin ia a s pe opled by nonly a few industrious Scots, perhaps, 
who indeed are dispersed over the fa ce of the vvhole earth, '' and 
,, 
they are great friends of ~ ~ngland. nwh en they are out on' t,- b.nd 
wis he d tbem out accordingly . · There i.s a lso frequent reference 
to Ying Jame s' thirty Kni~hts . 2 Chapman's ne xt i nd iscretion was 
to brin g Queen ~lizaheth and the ~rench Queen up on the stag e in 
-person and in in decor ous ci reumstances. He was duly censured 
and t he pas s a ges deleted . 3 
In general, however, Chapman was a man who s p oke to 
t r e political needs of his day, and the changing temper of the 
people is re f lecte d in h'i s p lay s. :H1or the first time , he . out-
1 ined t h e rights and duties of a king. The t wo pleys, t he "Con -
s p il~acy" and the "Tragedy of Byron" together f orm the connected 
story of a too ambitious man's revolt against his king . A re -
ci p ient of favors and offices from the k ing of France, Hyr on 
felt t h 8.t even then his merits were not dul y rewarde d , and 
a i med e ven at the cr ow~. He intrigued once and was for g iven. 
But h is thougl1ts still rankled; he became enmeshed aga.in in 
conspiraci e s; was ap~rehended, a nd , re f using to conf ess h is 
guilt, was punishe d with death. 
The king is represente d as lenient, yet upri ght, in 
l-d s conduct with Byr on, a n d we are led to feel that he should 
have r e S'De ct and 1 oyal t y :in return. Indeed, the play :i.s a 
~A .Ward !! History of English Dramatic Li teraturefl p .311 
2 Ibid. 
3"Tragedies of Chapman:' ed .T . Parrott, Intro. Vol. I, p ·~592 
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vindication of kingship. Byron himself admits that 
Henry tries 
h is helpless 
'' God (who knows kings are not made by art, 
to 
but right of Haturl, nor bytreachery propp'd , 
But simple virtue ) " 
weed out tre V':i in courtiers who would fatten 
peo-ple , 2 and to fasten h js ministers to him by 
3 
on 
the bonds of friendship. He full y feels the weigh t of responsi-
bility for h j s subjects' lives, and points out that if fools 
could realize t he cares and dangers of a king, they would ask 
only to be wise. 4 
Finally, he expresses the vrrong which his subjects 
ha ve done his c :=: re f or t hem and society in general. 0 Byron is 
represented as scheming under the guise of the Catholic religion 
and its support,- which offered another opp ortunity for expres-
sion of the popular dislike . In the 11 Conspiracyn Act I, Scene 
I , is reference to the ''Spanish gloss, 11 its "form, stu f f , last-
ing, n and dangerous condi ti ons of league with Spaj n . ..d nally , 
Chapman expressed the same feel i..ng of patriotism seen in oth er 
dramas. 
Henry decides to send Byron on a mission to ~ngland 
''where lips are spic'd with free and loyal counsels." 6 . He 
later describes .Lnizabeth as a "Queen where .N ature keeps her 
. state, and State her Court." 7 
The other side of the story is presented in nchabot, 
Admiral of :r'rance; '' the king forgets his duty and the bounds of 
his power. Especially is the responsibility of the king for 
his choice of ministe~s emphasized. The king himself asks, 
1 nThe Tragedy of Byron!T Act III Sc. 1 
!"conspiracy!! Act I , Sc . 1 5 
3
"The Tragedy of Byron" Act 
Ibid. Act IV , Sc. 2 Ibi~ . Act V, Sc. 1 III, Sc . 2 
6"Conspiracy" Act II, Sc . 2 Ibid. Act III , Sc. 2 
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. \ 
"How long shall kings 
~aise men that are not wise till they be high?"l 
Montmorency, who is the rival of Chabot for the king's favor, 
ie urged by a faction hostile to Chabot to bring down the lat-
ter from his power . As he sees their craft and evil he cries 
• 
"The misery of rising_ statesmen]n 'Ihe father of Chabot , also, 
urges the t the "total sums of favorites 1 frail ties·· affects 
the full rule of their kings, and that kings hazard infinitely 
when they leave much to favorites 1 power. 2 
By the clever machinations of the favorites,Chabot 
becomes pit ted agaj ns t the ktng. It is his idea of honor and 
justice against the king 1 s arbitrary desire made potent by the 
claims he urges. The king, not really espousing the cause o :f 
evil, yet feels Chabot needs humblin~. and brings him to trial 
for treason that he may afterwards pardon him. After the 
trial CA.nd con viet ion, however, the king le EJrns that his justi ce 
and law have been suborned, and hts ministers are intriguing. 
He pardons Chabot and restores him to honor. The kin g, however, 
learns that he must be careful of those to whom he gives trusts, 
that he must p:uard the course of justice thrit it be kept free 
and pure, and that he has no arbitrary rights of interference 
wjth h ts subjects. 
The two fore g· oing plays ar e taken from almost contem-
poraneous events of the F'rench court. 3 The third play of in-
terest to us is of ancient subject -ms tter, n'l'he :' r age ely of 
Caesar and Vompey ." Eere, I think, Chapman is bringing out two 
points which have bearing upon the reign of James I. The first 
is disdain of f s vorites and f1at terers that hang on royalty and 
;roid. Act I, sc . 1 2Ibid. Act I , Sc. 2 
"Tragedies of Chapman 1' Intro. Vol. I 
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look only for rewards. Such a crowd of men is s a id t o f ollow 
t he g enerals. Cato, watching Melettus, the creature of Caesar, 
says i n scorn, '!He is the man that sits so close to Caesar and 
holds t he law t h ere. nl 
As is well knowh, James was obsessed and possessed 
with favor i tes. The especial wonder of the age was ~eoree vil-
liers , who rose rapidly through ever y rand of the peerage to be 
Duk e of Buckingham. Hts sudden accession to power was a topic 
of astoni shment, but his control was a sub ject of undisputed 
kn0wledge. In Act I I, Scene 1, ~ ronto, a dissolute vagabond, 
is reduced t o t he condition of deciding to hang hims elf since 
he cannot find occupation,for t h e r u ler s are all fi ghting over 
r eli gion. He i s s pr r oa ched by Ophioneus, a ftend, who as sures 
h i m he is just the man he wants and can ·get him a posttion of 
h onour. I-Ie proposes t ha t Yronte be come arch-f lamen to a god, 
and when Fronto protests his lack of proper qualifications, 
replies, "Hor skills it f or de grees in a knave or a fool's 
prefer ment; t hose shalt rise by fortune: let desert rise leis-
urely enough, and by de grees; fortune pre f ers he adlong and comes 
li "k e r i ches to a man." 
The re f erence to reli gious troubles is certa inly ap-
pl j cable t o ,Tames' reign, an d t he general charact eristics o:f 
? ronto's rapid promotion to power without any fitness to hold 
office bears a striking similarity to Villiers. Also he is 
made priest, or close ministrant to his god, as Villiers cer-
tainly was to James. In conclusion, the incident is almost 
t hrust up on the play, having no · .direct connect ion or s i gn i f i-
lncaesar and :P ompey " Act I, Sc. 2 
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cance in it, 
The second principle here set forth by Chapman is 
that of resj stance to tyranny, and insistence on the sub-
stance, not the shadow, of justice. Cato cries, 
''The gods avert from every ~\ oman mind 
The name of slave to any tyrant's power. nl 
to vindicate which belief he took his own life rather t han 
submit. Pompey says, 
,, And what else 
Is any king, given over to his lusts 
But even the poison'd cleft of that 
cracked mountain 
That all the kingdom pl2gues with his 
example. 11 
And cato in Act V, Scene 2 voices a belief in body rights, 
and justice,and freedom which earthly bonds had no control 
over ,--truly an a dvance from earlier belief in a subject's 
duty that asked only obedience. "The personal rulen of James 
was having its effect! 
Thomas J)ekker' s p lay.t " ~Vhore of Babylon'' and ns ir 
Thomas Wyattntwritten about 1607,conta in in them expressions 
of t he old anti-Spanish and anti-Catholic feeling manifested 
in the earlier plays. But James had ascended t he throne by 
now and it was not many years before Protestant :Gn gl and had , 
something to justify its fears of Spain. This was the proposed 
" Spanish c•1arr iage .. , 
At the accession of James, 1~ngland was on friendly 
terms with Spain, who soon put forth the project of a marriage 
be t ween t he Infanta Ann .a and the · then Prince of Wales. However, 
t he Prince of Wales di.ed and Anna was betrothed elsewhere. 
1Ibid. Act IV, Sc. 5 2 Ibid. Act V, Sc. 1 
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Then the r rincess Elisabeth married the heir of the Palatinate 
and Protestant England was over joyed. Spain continued to fos-
ter friendship by embassies, and then put forth a second plan 
for the marriage of Charles, Prince of 1.'!ales, and the Infanta 
1~1 aria. 
In 1619 came the war to decide whether the Blector 
Palatinate should also wear the crown of Bohemia. The English 
people were on the Elector's side, but Spain, who was opposed 
to him, duped James into the policy of peace and belief in his 
influence as a mediator. Gondomar, the Spanish ambassador, 
came again to -~ ~ngland and c ~.:Lrried on negotiations for the mar-
riage even after Spanish ' forces had m~rched on the Palatinate. 
James still hoped to recover his son-in-law's territory for him 
by his own weak statecraft wjthout force. Spain now thought to 
withdraw the match, but Gondomar got Charles to visit Spain . 
and set on foot there schemes to convert him to rt oman Catholi-
cism. 
The Prince of ''!ales and Duke of Buckinghum visited 
Spain at the court of Iilaclrid and yielded to demand after demand 
for t he Infanta's rights as a c atholic. Charles yielded to 
them all, but when he asked in return thu t Spain cooper&te in 
r e turning the Palatinate to t he Elector, the king refused him. 
The Prince then returned to England without his bride, and the 
people celebrated the event with joy. The wave of anti-Spanish 
feeling at last persuaded James to recall his minister and sum-
mon a Parliament. 'Che Duke of Buckingham was prominent in the 
movement which led to t1~e decl'"' r ation of war in 1624. 
' 
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There appeared at the Globe Theater in August of that 
same year a play entitled 11A Game of Chess." It wEts only al-
lowed to run nine days, for Secretary Conway informed the Frivy 
Council that King James, the King of Spa in, the Conde de ~}on-
domar and the 3 i shop of Spalato were all represented therein. 
The Spanish Ambassador, too, complained of the insult. Indeed, 
the play was a satire against the hated Spanish mrriage, and 
Gond omar who had furthered it. The play truly mirrors the pub-
lic feeling of the day, although the facts of the case are not 
presented with historical accuracy. ~nglish Protestantism was 
not in danger f rom ~ondomar, who nevertheless was a bigot who 
miscalculated the strength of ~nglish Protestant sentiment, and 
consequently brought down the wr a th of the people upon ,Tames .1 
The play represents a 11 Game of Chess " between the 
-::'/hi te House, by which lBngland is meant, and the Black nouse, 
which represents Spain. The action is concerned with the at-
tempt of t :te Jesuits of the Black House to convert and possess 
t h e '',-hite Queen's Pmm, and through her, eventually . to control 
the 1·fhi te Hous e itself. 'rhe '7hi te .King and Queen are the saver-
eigns of IBngland, the Black :K ing and Queen those of Spain. The 
White Knight is Charles, Prince of Wales, and the V!hite Duke is 
2 Buckingham. The Archbishop of Canterbury is sh own in the per-
son of the 'Nhite ~3 ishop, as he was one who took a prominent part 
in the demonstrations at Prince Charles' return. The ~hite 
Queen's Pawn is either an allegorical representation of the 
Church of :i~ngland or has to do with Jesuit intrigue of the court. 
Sir Toby :,;rathews is the White Ki ng 's Pav'\ITI . who was found to be 
~A.Ward, ''History of English Dramatic Literature" Vol.II, 
Ibid. pp,530 -31 p .528-9 
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"black 1.L'l1dernea th." This refers to his conversion to Ca thol i-
cism although he had been a recipient of honours and trust 
fro m James. 
The Black Bishop is Father John Floyd, a Jesui t leader 
in England, and his "Pawnn is a <;·esui t agent who has not yet 
tak en the vows. r.L'he Bl a ck Queen's Pawn is a secular Jesuitess, 
a female agent of t he order. Philip IV's favorite, the Duke 
n1 i vares, is shadowed forth in the :Black Duke as he is referred 
to i.n the last act as "The olive-coloured Ganymede.'' Gondoma.r 
himself is t he Black Xnight. 1 
The schemes of t h e Catholics in England , backed by 
Span ish r ol icy, is the keynote of t his r lay, and the working of 
t h eir designs u p on t he Nhite Queen's Pawn is reve aled. 'Ihe sly 
work i ng of t h e priests to g ain a convert is especi ally brough t 
out. All the ti me, however, t he a uthor keep s before our eyes 
the f a ct t hat t he '3p anish .Te suits have t heir eyes on a bi gge r 
c a tch. ,:.: uch words occur f reQuently as 11 the ho-r e monarchial,'1 
our "larger -policies ," End "des i gn s . " 
Th e great schemers are shown to have agents and in-
telligencers, in every nook and corner of the globe, Vlh ·::> a ll re -
:r ort to t he "Father General ," 
" So are designs of-times prevented, a nd im-
portant secrets 
Of states discovered. , ye t n o author found. n 2 
When the Bl a ck Knight is informed that his plot is dis covered 
he a.s k s , 
"Which of t he t went y t h ous &nd End ni~e hundred , 
Four score and five? Cans' t tell'?" 
There is an tnteresting tncident of a Black Pawn who wishes to 
l A . \">iard, "History of English Dramatic Li.teraturen V .II,pr~ . 532 -5 
A. H.Bullen , Intorduction to Work~ of Tho mas Middleton,Vol.VII 2
"Game of Chess" !Act I, Sc . 1 Ibid. Act III, Sc. 1 
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atone for a sin and is sent to consult the "T~ i~e gister" for 
tt.e ·nrice of r,ard.on . 1 · This , and other known abuses of the 
Church are scorned ; such c.s the .Jesuits' well-known use of dis-
guise anc.1 all manner of lying and subterfuge. Gondomar himself 
is described in the following t e r ms : 
"In yonder smile sits blood and treachery basking ; 
In that perfidious model of false falsehood 
Hell is drawn gr inning . u2 
After the designs upon the White Queen's Pawn have 
fa iled, the White Knight and Duke are invited to visit the 
Black House , the original o f which action is, of course, the 
visit to Hadrid . Here there is reference to the alleged nig-
ga r clly entertainment o f the Pr ince, and England is referred 
to by the Black Potentates in no complimentary terms. Finally, 
the White Knight discovers the Black House to be Ar ch Dissem-
blers by tricking them into a praise of deceit as "The only 
prime state-virtue ," "the policy of Empires ," "a jewel."3 
The Whi te J:night then checkmates t he Black House by discovery 
and one by one their pieces are p ut into the bag with appro-
priate epithets. I n Act III, Scene I is a passage flatteriLg 
the Wh ite King a s always plucking out falsehood wherever he 
finds it. Truly this p l 1:1.y g ives us England's opinion of the 
untrustv-.orthiness of Spain and Catholj cism. 
About 1605 Samuel Daniels' "Philotas" was performed. 
The Lords of the Council took exception to the play on the 
grounds that it represented Essex ' s plot, but the author ex-
cused himself so well th&t he was believed not to have intended 
. 4 
s u ch a meam.ng . However, i nternal evidence leads me to t h ink 
1 b"d A t IV S 1 2 Ibid. Act IV, Sc . 4 I l • c " • c. 
3 Ibid. Act V, Sc. 3 
4A .Ward,"History of English Drarw.tic IJiterature~~~~!~~t,20 
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that the l ords of the council were mistaken. As referred to 
before, Essex 's downfall was caused by his presumption and 
haughtir..ess under the Queen's displeasure. "Philotas" like-
wise deals with a military hero whose death was caused by im-
patient ambition. 
In the first scene he is counselled , "Make thyself 
less, Philota.s, than thou art," which ; i~ · i.n terpreted by hi~ 
frtend to mean t hat he should forego t h e popular applause and 
favor which he loved only for show. Essex , also, was noted 
for his extreme popularity . A few lines later on he is warned 
that he must learn to take injuries and give thanks for them 
at court. I f Elizabeth's favorite had done this he would have 
enjoyed life a little longer . 
Then there occurs a stri king passage which seems to 
me to point convincingly to Essex. During the reign of Cecil 
as minister the lot of the soldier was very mi~erable. In "A 
Jjarum for London" Simpson says in the Introduction: "As Essex 
in contr ast with Burghley was notoriously the soldier's friend, 
the dramatist would take care to exhibit the misery of t he sol-
dier under the Cecils. Philotas says, 
"Those hands that guard ap.d· get us what is ours , 
The soldiery engage d to vent their blood 
In worse case seem than Paleas ' old~grown~ M6l~e 
Th'Athenians f ostered at their public cost; 
For these poor souls consumed with tediou~ toil, 
Re main neglected having done their most." 
Then Philotas vaunt s what he has done for the king , 
Alexander , dn hearing of this, replies how he has rais ed hi lotas 
above his Peers, and showered offices and honours upon him . 
These words exactly des cribe the course of events between Essex 
1Pa ge 8 
2"Philotas" ed. by A. Grossart, Lines 77 ff. 
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and Elizabeth. 1 Alexsnder also refers to Philotas' strong 
court connections in his father, brother and two friends. 
Essex's step -father was Lord Leicester, his brother may have 
referred to his connections ~~th Walsingham by marriage, and 
2 his two friends are not hard to seek. 
Essex had two bitter enemies, the Cecils' father snd 
· son; likewise Philotas is hurried to his death by two loyal 
~ini ster s of the kin~. As Essex was pardoned and restored to 
favor only to be seized and c ondemned~ so Philotas is pardoned 
by the king·, who afterwards is moved to suspicion by his minis-
ters. In t he execution of Phi lotas there was a great public 
demonstration and excitement. 4 
"So much the fall of such a weighty peer 
Doth shake the state." 
The s e.me excitement was caused in London by the execution of 
Essex , who, like Phi lotas, aimed even at the crown. 
In the plays of Philip Massinger, written during 
James ' and Charles' reigns, we have another writer concerning 
himself with contemporary events. The first of these is the 
"Bondman'! where there is special reference to the situation 
· existing just after England 's declaration of war on S~ain in 
1624, when Buckingham was made leader by a wave of popular 
enthusiasm. 5 But 1.\Ci ddleton was a.mong those who mistrusted 
this shallow upsta.rt as a leader for England . The fear is 
sho~~ in a pa~sage describing Gisco the Admiral: 
"A raw yomig fellow, 
One n ever trained in arms, but rather fashion' d6 
To t~lt with ladies' lirs, than crack a lance." 
1cambridge Modern History3Vol.III, p.333 2Ibid . p~.333-4 Ibid.pp.333-339 
4nphilotas" Act V, Sc. 2 
5s.R .Gardiner "Political Element in Massinger" p . 317 
6nThe Bondman" Act I, Sc. 1 
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He is contrasted with the picture of the true leader Timoleon 
who disdains amb1itious honors .or titles. They belong. he says. 
to one ambitious to rule others , whose v~ins are swollen high 
with pride . 1 The true leader should have depth of courage and 
understanding. Again . "empty men are trumpets of their own 
deserts ." which is the author 's criticism of England ' s weak 
1 eacler, the Duke. 
Timoleon , then, offering to be general of Sicily 's 
forces, does so on condition of remedy of evils he sees in the 
state . James might have taken a lesson f:rom him. He accuses 
those in power : first , of piling up wealth, embroiled in fac-
tions for offices and honours while neglecting the true govern-
ment of the state. 2 Those in the Senate are raw youths who 
have no idea of the honour and responsibility involved. Their 
sole qualification is wealth. And in the midst of this, the 
whole nation is regardless of defence, of a proper army,--only 
wealth and ease they seek. This is a pointed thrust at the 
England of .Tames' day . 3 
The fa ction opposing Buckingham 'Nas later reconciled 
to h im, and the Duke started on an expedition to the Island of 
::;{he . , Abo:ut this time, 1627. Mas singer wrote "The Great Duke of 
Florence," and his changed attitude toward the favorite is seen 
here . 4 The Duke says that he will not .countenance the wretch 
that says he is too prodigal of favors to his favorite. and the 
man's military qualittes are emphasized. By a mixture of per -
sonages , the Du..l{e also represents Elizabeth . I feel. He is 
shown as a widower without heir . whom h is ministers con~tan tly 
petition to marry as did E11 ~~ a beth 's. Yet , he tells them he 
1 2Ib·~ Ibid. Act I Sc. 3 . l . , .  3Green nHis \;ory of the EngllS]?. Pe op e' -Re1,gn Ja~~s,._f 0 4Gardiner, "Political Elements ln Mas singer PP .;; - ..... 
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has taken care of the kingdom and his succession by providing 
for the careful bringing up of his nephew as his heir. This 
would be a :most delicate way of flattering James, as the young 
boy is pictured as the very sprig of perfection, fitted by na-
ture and training for his post. Massinger doubt l ess inserted 
the figure of the military favorite of the Duke's as a good op-
portunity to flatter BuckiDgham. 
"The Maid of Honour': written in 1631, is a transcript 
of events that took place in James' court when the Elector Pal -
atinate was battling to retain his inheritance after he had 
tried to ge t the crown of Bohemia and had been op posed by other 
nations . James' weak policy has been before referred to. :Now 
Charles , who was on the throne, was repeating the same mistakes 
as his father. 1 Massinger dealt directly with these in a later 
play but here he seems to have been stating his opinions in 
general. He belonged to tne party that was opposed to the base , 
temporizing policy of '.'Jeston ; and "The f.iiaid of Honour" is his 
protest. It was doubtless intended for those of Mas singer's 
t . h ld d •t . 2 same p oli ical complexlon w o cou rea l s meanlng. 
A few passages wi 11 serve to i den ti fy James and his 
relations with t he Palatinate. They occur in the first Act, 
where Roberto (James) listens unmoved to the Ambassador's plea 
to help the youth regain his inheritance, and replies that 
their "league" requires no such aid. The spirit of Massinger 
is voiced by Bertoldo , the King's natural brother , who s~ys, 
"I;et sycophants that feed up on your favors, 
style coldness in you caution, and prefer , 
Your ease before y our honour." 
~Ibid. p.329 
Ibid . 
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Such peace is "the nurse of drones and cowards. " He then de-
scribes t:t.e Island of Sicily (England) which needs must spread 
out and conquer to gain glory. In the end, :Roberto takes great 
pr ide to himself for allowing volunteers to go , as did James 
allow Sir Horace Vere . 
The Maid of Honour herself stands as a clear vindica-
tion of one who puts spiritual freedom and right above all else, 
disdaining the baseness of temporal considerations. The figure 
of King Roberto is drawn in a more complimentary light towards 
the end of the play , as though the dramatist wished after all 
to leave us a good impression of King James . 
"Believe As You List" is Massinger's most daring at-
tempt at -political al lusion, referring directly as it did to 
contemporary conditions in Charles' court, 1631. Massinger 
belonged to the party of Pembroke which , seconded by the Queen, 
opposed Weston's sordid p olicy of peace with Spain at the cost 
of aid t o the Palatinate. Their general feeling was that Wes-
ton was in Spain's pay. Hence, in this play vfe have represented 
the Palatinate's fight to gain aid in securing his kingdom1 
with the designs which r revented him. 
In the prologu e the author asks if the audience fj.nd 
anything in the play "draw too near a late and sad example" 
t he y will -pardon .it on the ground of a mistake. Antiochus is 
easjly identified with the Elector who is seeking aid among the 
potentates of Eur ope to restore his kingdom . 2 Like him, he be-
'.:vails his attempt to gai n too much power , and the sacrifice of 
3 his sub jects in useless war . Frederick's visit to the Dutch 
1 Ibl.d p 22 2Ibid . pn_ .20-21 3 • • _1o' 
"Believe As You List" Act I, Sc. 1 
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Republic for assistance is shown in Antiochus ' appeal for aid 
to Carthage . Both resulted similarly. At last, Antiochus goes 
to Prusias (England) :for aid . 
The King of Prusias is intended for Charles and the 
Que en for Henrietta Maria. Philoxenus, Prusias ' Minister, rep-
resents \V eston in the pay of Flaminius , the ::i omsn ambassador, 
really Colonna the Spani sh ambassador . 1 Here the baseness of 
Weston, the intrigue of Spain , and the weakness of James are 
well brought out. Philoxenus admits that he is beholden to 
Rome, assuring them. ni am your own - and sure. "2 Then Flamin-
ius, by flattery of the points on which Weston prided h imself, 
brings to light his cautiousness, willingness to err from 
straight duty , and his susceptibility to praise . The crowning 
touch is his command. to Philoxenus to bring him to "the king 
your -pupil. 11 This was the oprosition .. ~s viev1 of Weston's con-
trol over Charles. 
Flaminius then seeks to approach the king from the 
p oint of view of rra terial benefit . which Prus ias brushes aside. 
It is as if the author would show us that only weakness and 
bad ministers prevented Charles from being honourable and just . 
':~; 
"Shall I , for your ends, infrin ge my princely word?".... There 
follow declarations of defiance to Rome and - determination to 
pursue t he path of honour. ThenPhiloxenus and Flaminius push 
t he matter home. The King has not the power if he would . Lit -
t l e by little he is overborne . '3S the consequences of his act, 
and :1 orne 's T:ower are paraded be fore him . At lest he yields, 
ashamed to have broken his faith. The Queen is then repr esented; 
1 Gardiner ''Political Elements in Massinger" PP . 22 2
"Believe As You List" Act III, Sc. 3 
3Ibid . 
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as she would have been by Mas s inger ' s faction ,- es:rous i ng 
Antiochus ' cause . But there is no a l terna t ive , and Prusias 
can only plead a broken excuse to his guest . 
"The Emperor of the East" is the last of Mas singer~ s 
plays with which we are conc erned. Here are contained many 
criticisms appl icable to Char l es ' reign , as vvell as many ex -
press ions of loyalty. ~1 here is a great deal made of impartial -
ity in the administration of justice to all , including evil 
ministers of state : and Pulcheria is commended for her exercise 
of this great virtue. A reference to Charles ' weakness for 
taxes of all sorts is seen in Pulcheria ' s rebuke to the Projector 
for tax ing every movement of her subjects , which makes the Empire 
1 groan. 
Theodosius , the y oung Emreror, is made to express the 
sentiments that a king need not oppress and wrong his subjects 
•s ne 
to show his power, ~orA eenerous when he gives to the fe w a t the 
2 
e x-p ense of the rrany . The same theme of -princely moderat ion is 
. 3 
again urged by :Pulcheria upon her brother . . Finally , the -prince 
is shown accessible to ull his subjects and disdaining not their 
4 
humbleness. Thus has I~assinger conveyed his picture of an 
idea\. prince , with its p oints of warning and encour ageme nt , had 
Charles but seen them . 
Sir John Su ckling ' s play, ''Brenmor a tt-, ·• printed in 
1646 , contains further politi cal a l lusion to events of Charles ' 
r e i gn . r_;:he King of Poland , in this work , is doubtless Charles 
himself , anct the war he conducts agains t the Lithuanians is 
th~tt monarchs attemp t to subdue the Scotch . One of Poland's 
~ "The Emperor of the Ea s t" Act 3I, Sc. 2 
4Ibid . Act II , Sc . 1 Ibid . Ac t III , Sc. 2 Ibid . Ac t IV , Sc . 2 
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generals prosecuting the carnpai gTt, a dmits th~t i:t is "a most 
equal business between rebP-llion and loyalty."1 When .ll.Sked 
t he cause , he says , nThe quarrel? "!" - 1 i berty, t hey say. n The 
general fe eling in England of scorn for the Scotch and their 
reli g ious cause is shown in tne tre atment of the reasons for 
Lithuania~ s rebellion . Her people are described as a race of 
half-witted fellows quarreling about freedom. Tne common peo -
ple are said to follow the leaders blindly . who merely use the 
names of liberty and religion as a specious cloak for their de-
signs. 
It is urged by all the King's generals, following the 
sent i ment in England, that the rebellion must be crushed out 
wit :h f orce. One of the lords urges that nothing so increases 
civil war as to let t:he fiery brands go unpunished. The play 
also r eflects some criticism upon the court of Charles, but the 
author takes care to assure us that the character who thus 
s peak s is really 1 oyal to his sovereign. 
111 Brenmoratt" Act I, Sc . 3 
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Summary 
This closes our survey of the political aspect of the 
Elizabethan drama , wherein we ha ve traced the many problems that 
agjtated the minds and hearts of the people during the reigns 
of the t hree sovereigns , [~J.izabeth, James, and Charles . We have 
seen how,at first .. the nation was dimly conscious of dissension 
within her rankS , which sowed cliscord at home and led to danger 
from without . Then came the personal magnetism of 3lizabeth. 
Around her centered the growing unity of the nation . 
Me n could u:ni te in singing the praises of their maiden queen; 
and there came a group of dramatists who embodied in their 
works praise of her and her deeds. As Elizabeth came more and 
more to be the accepted head of the nation, the people f elt the 
growing demand for loyalty to their sovereign and unity of na -
ti anal ·· purpose·. They were conscious now of the danger from 
discord at home , and sought to take their place among the 
nations. The fear of Spain and Ji1rance which had been growing, 
finally flared up in an anxiety about foreign Catholic domina-
tion. Then came the Armada. 
After this , there was a birth of self -conscious 
loya1.ty and belief in England . Hatred and denunciation of 
Spanish and French Catholicism was outspoken . -Men were confi-
dent in their security. Then came the last days of 2:lizabeth , 
her glory dim, her courtiers anxious for a change . 
But these years marked a gre'at change also in men • s 
political sentiments . There begins the age of questionings 
with the accession of kings who seek a personal rule . Chapman 
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began his questioning of the duties and rights of a king. Soon 
the foreign policy became a subject for outspoken comment. The 
rise and fall of favorites, the kings• exactions from their sub-
jects and care of them ocoupied men's minds. 
This is a time when men dared allusion to passing 
events, and from them drew still greater conclusions. 1:~1assin­
ger fittingly closes the cycle. In him audacity reached its 
height. He had opinj ons and expressed them on t he conduct of 
affairs at home and abroad. And his opinions were backed by 
England. Yet ~ngland was not disloyal to the idea of a king. 
She still clung to her monarchy. Yet the drama re1'1ected the 
struggles that were going :"On in Parliament for civil liberties. 
The cente r of interest had changed from England's internal con-
ditions to her relations with foreign nations, to her relations 
wi t h her sovereign. 
. . 
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